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The Samurdhi Development Department has taken many 
steps to introduce new business concepts by expanding the 
production capacity of the small-scale food producers who 
are working with the Samurdhi Development Program 

throughout the island. Accordingly, this program has been 
started to improve the quality of life of small-scale food 
producers by encouraging them as entrepreneurs and 
increasing their income level. Under this, the primary 

objective of establishing Samurdhi Suva 
Resturants and sales centers is to create a 
sustainable market for the production and 
marketing of non-toxic local food.

So far, 34 Samurdhi Suva Resturants and sales 
centers have been established in 33 Divisional 
Secretariat divisions covering 20 districts of the 
island. Sales of Samurdhi Suva Resturants and 
27 sales centers are currently going on 
successfully. It is special that there are many 
entrepreneurial women in this Samurdhi Suva 
Resturants network.

As part of the program to establish Samurdhi 
Suva Bojun Resturants and Sales Centers across 
the island, two new Samurdhi Suva Bojun 
Resturants were recently opened at Mankulam 
and Welioya in Mullaitivu District. These outlets 
are becoming popular among consumers who 
value the consumption of poison-free food.

From village to village
and city to city

Samurdhi Suva Bojun Resturants

With the monitoring of new projects in the 
Northern Province Samurdhi  progress is reviewed

 Director General  of the  Samurdhi Department Attorney at Law Bandula 
Thilakasiri and a group of officials recently visited Jaffna, taking into account 
the background needed to implement new proposals in addition to the Sam-
uddhi development programs that have already been launched by the Sam-
urdhi Development Department in the Northern Province. There, many 
corporate sectors including Samurdhi Banks as well as the newly opened 
Suva Bojun Returants came under their observation. Apart from this, steps 
were also taken to review the progress of several Samurdhi Maha Sangams.

Furthermore, the support of the officers of the head office was also 
obtained to carry out Samurdhi Bank networking and deficiency corrections 
in both the North and East divisions. Meanwhile, Vavuniyava Bogaswewa 
Samurdhi Bank, which had been closed for a long time, reopened and 
added it to the Samurdhi network mechanism.

A photo report about it is published on the inner pages.

Sri Lanka Vanitabhimana North Central 
Province first place for a Samurdhi 

Manager.....

Winners have been selected from the 09 provinces of the island in 
relation to the year 2022 of Vanitabhimana Appreciation Ceremony which 
is held annually by NDB Bank and Sirasa Television. In the first stage of the 
tournament, the provincial level tournament will select the women who 
show talent in eight sectors namely small and micro enterprise, emerging 
enterprise educational services, arts and literary social services, young 
leaders and sports. Under that, Mrs. Sandhya Madurasinghe, who works 
as the headquarters prosperity manager of Nachchaduwa divisional 

secretariat in Anuradhapura district, has won the first place in the art 
and literature section of the North Central Province.

She has won in various categories in the North Central Provincial 
Literary Festival for many years, including the award for the best short 
story in the State Literary Festival in 2021, and those achievements 
have led to this recognition.

The various creations that she presents through the seeds that she 
draws from the environment while living in the city's art scene are 
interesting.

Mrs. Sandhya Madurasinghu, who has also worked as a manager 
in charge of social development at the Anuradhapura District Welfare 
Office for some time, worked with the low-income earners of the 
district, children, orphans, widows, etc. Like an opportunity.

 It is difficult to engage in design while maintaining a balance 
between busy work life, family life as a mother and wife and social life 
as a government official. But her contribution to art by managing 
everything is admirable. The national mission that goes beyond 
service by constantly socializing creations should be appreciated. 
There is no doubt that she has all the qualifications to become the 
winner of Sri Lanka Vanitabhimana in the arts and literature section 
at the national level.

Therefore, we wish with one heart that Samanthi Miriagalle, who 
works in the Maritime Department, won the same award and the 
award in the year 2022.
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A mother, wife, sister, friend, daughter, office worker, neighbor, etc., fulfill many 
responsibilities in the vast family of women. A woman's ability to handle several 
different roles without any hesitation is also a great gift of today.

Historical stories have even revealed how problems were solved through the 
various tasks performed by women in a family, society and even in a country. The 
time has come for women with such abilities to mature immediately. We must 
recognize that this is the time to properly manage money, time, resources, and even 
thoughts.

Today, our country is facing many problems that never existed in the past. Food 
inflation, food shortage, dollar shortage, fuel crisis, energy crisis, commodity 
shortage, as well as education disruption and sometimes social decline are some of 
the unsolved and very complex problems we face. These problems are now held to 
be an interlinked chain. The answers are also not certain.

In such a tragic situation, as a small family, we should try to keep our heads 
straight and stand up. It can be said that the woman of the family is really 
responsible for it?

There are various methods to solve all these problems for a woman in a family. 
Frugality, management, patience, creativity and the power to see the future are some 
of the skills that a woman definitely inherits.

Thrift is a must-have quality for a woman. Today, it has become a must-practice 
quality. Among the basic needs of a person, even if it is only the need for food, some 
effort should be made to meet it properly. Acquiring adequate food and nutritional 
needs is a widespread challenge for a woman resident. She must be meticulous in 
preparing a diet that provides the highest nutrition at the lowest cost. A Sri Lankan 
woman is also an innate ability to challenge herself to plan a meal so as to minimize 
satiety. The elders did not let a grain of rice, a jackfruit, or a lime go to waste. Even 
in an era of self-sufficiency in food, it is clear that these examples need to be 
implemented today.

The energy crisis is a very strong problem affecting women in this country. Only 
99% of households in this country used the gas oven as the main method of cooking. 
Although it is used for the reasons of convenience, cleanliness, saving time etc., it is 
also a big challenge nowadays. The need for alternative methods provides a solution 
to the dollar crisis and high cost. Therefore, in the current era, almost every 
household is motivated to use local sources of raw materials such as firewood, 
pollelli, coconut shell, dithiya, wood powder etc. Difficulty controlling the cost of a 
house or turning to these alternative practices is also a challenge for current 
housewives.

Saving electricity as much as possible is also essential. If the electrical equipment 
used for convenience is not used in a very planned way

The monthly electricity bill can become unaffordable. By letting as much sunlight 
and natural breezes into the house as possible, you can stop the use of one light and 
one fan. The housewives should take care to conserve water as well as minimize the 
constant use of electrical appliances for kitchen work.

This is a time when transportation activities for daily needs have been challenged 
more than before. In the face of the fuel crisis, a significant amount of the income of 
a household unit has to be allocated for fuel. Choosing the most essential journeys, 
we should be concerned to align and fulfill all the needs to be fulfilled at one time. It 
will save money, time and effort.

The prices of all common household items have gone up today. Therefore, we 
should be careful about making the best use of used goods, if we buy a new product, 
think twice or three times about it, use reusable goods, and focus on using 
alternative goods.

The woman in the family is also responsible for managing the expenses that we 
have to bear. The goods to be bought for a house should be classified as essential, 

necessary and unnecessary etc. and planned to be bought. A product that was 
essential before may sometimes become unnecessary even today. The amount of 
money that can be spent should be reserved carefully. By recording the expenses and 
informing the children of the residents about it, the responsibility of controlling the 
expenses at home is divided among all the family members. It can also be a reason 
to reduce conflicts.

Even in these extremely difficult times, special attention should be paid to the future 
of children whenever possible. A mother should pay special attention to maintaining 
education to the maximum, directing children to outside activities, happiness, activity 
and fun opportunities. In the next few years, the future of the country should be 
handed over to today's generation. Therefore, we have to overcome the challenge of 
maintaining them at a high level in every possible way.

Health, mental happiness of other family members should also be taken care of. 
It is very difficult to maintain the happiness of a person in this age of frustrations, 
heartbreaks and fatigue. In order to reduce the occurrence of conflicts, attention and 
love should always be given to family members whenever possible. Family ties, love 
is a great force that strengthens a person. When there is such a strong group of 
people, it is normal that some contribution is made to reduce conflicts in society.

This is an age where almost every person is facing a lot of big problems. In 
personal life as well as in work life, patience and common sense are essential. Due 
to the loss of jobs and loss of income, the family earner may become extremely 
helpless. In such cases, the responsibility of raising them should be borne by the 
word or the woman of the family. Otherwise, some people will have to pay with their 
lives.

In order for a beautiful time to come after a difficult time, new creations must be 
born overall problems, and life must be renewed. Spending free time on creative 
writing, and creative construction/fabrication can also be the answer to many 
problems. A mother or a woman should be interested in directing children and 
family members for this. It will undoubtedly be a reason for the advancement of the 
individual, the family and the society.

It is a human need in this era to think of the problem as our problem and help. If 
someone with the ability offers to provide a solution to someone's problem in liquid, 
money, or action, it will be a loving energy that will not be forgotten throughout life. 
Even within the limits of a woman, focusing her attention on other children and 
neighbors in society in every possible way is a great help. The maximization of 
sharing contributes to the reduction of disparities in society by a tenth or so.

= The housewife should be aware of the resources available from her home and 
surrounding environment. Apart from housing complexes, there are clever ways to 
grow certain things that are needed for one's home in every other garden. From a 
space of one or two perches to half an acre or an acre, the resources of the garden 
can be drawn upon the ability to properly manage existing gardens. Housewives 
should be interested in growing a few plants in the garden from vegetables such as 
green chilies, kochchi, tomatoes, eggplants, green vegetables, , corn pods etc. She 
can use vertical cultivation methods, waste materials from the house, etc. creatively. 
It is also possible to process waste from the kitchen as organic fertilizer. Containers 
designed for this purpose are available today even in very small spaces. Therefore, 
using the garden wisely by a housewife brings relief to her wallet

In asking all the above matters, it is revealed that a woman can do some justice for 
a person in any upheaval in their life. Just as the house is everyone's safe place, the 
love, and care of the residents is also the strength that keeps them alive. Being a 
mother, wife, sister, grandmother, and daughter, she has the responsibility to 
manage her family with patience. We will somehow be able to overcome the 
extremely difficult time by paying attention to all the aspects such as finances, health, 
education, and social. It is necessary to be anxious to use the abilities that we have 
received as a woman.

The role of women in these difficult times

Udayanganee
Weersinghe
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Waiting in the wings 
Of life there are pleasures 
A collection of  victories 
Existences within  life 
Exceptional felicity over
Flowing 
Eclipsing subtle ideas
Searching every destination 
For happiness any place 
Happiness could be
It could  be within  the 
Monotony of frequent 
Patterns.  In the scheme of 
Things.

A glitch in the groove still 
I move with conviction and 
Constitution 
It can be fixed.  It takes 
Commitment.  
There within the glitch is
Happiness.  The promise 
Of miracle schemes and
Themes of better tomorrows. 
A security of sobriety assured
Of life's cream.

Pass the midnight glow 
Happiness is happening 
And I Holler hello! 
I hear the echoes of every
Lucid dream every quiet
Theme also secret schemes

Reminiscing about old times
Never missing the prime 
Observation is king 
Progression without regression
Is ordered.
ALL  precautions must be taken.
Forge ahead steps mustn't be
Forsaken.  
Happiness does persist down 
The pathways of prosperity 
Celebrations are  heard screaming 
Into the break of dawn 

And then I ecstatically admit 
I am the happiest I have ever been.
A quiet diet of deep serene.
Happiness  EXTREME  SUPREME.

HAPPINESS OF LIFE

VAL BROOKLYN Rogers BLK PANTHER

If a person is not able to have a balanced diet, get food in a 
proper health and safety environment according to the need, 
provide clothes and have a suitable home to live in, then there 
will be poverty. A society that avoids these situations and has a 
proper source of income or family units is recognized as a 
good society. This includes the ability to be free from 
malnutrition, access to clean drinking water, the ability to avoid 
disease, the right to go to school, access to medical care, and 
the ability to influence one's own life.

However, the World Bank definition (2016) of whether a 
person lives in extreme poverty is set when a person's income 
is equal to $1.9 per day. Accordingly, one out of every nine 
people in the world today is expected to still be hungry. In 
terms of that, our living environment is very fortunate. We 

should not be so arrogant as to say that we are happy. Admittedly, 
we also have different difficulties. That is, we also have 
unresolved issues that affect our lives. We need to focus on how 
strong the steps we have taken and are taking to overcome them.

Today, the Prosperity Development Department has the most 
powerful mechanism to eradicate poverty in Sri Lanka. It is a 
interconnected network in every corner of Sri Lanka. There are 
many tasks that can be performed by it. More independently than 
ever before, the department is now managing its affairs and 
planning and socializing the next steps.

Among the tasks carried out in this way, the mission of 
empowering subsidized families and turning them into 
entrepreneurs is not insignificant. It also appears that many social 
strata still fail to reap its fruits properly. Therefore, there is no lack 
of criticism. It has to be said that it is a work done due to 
ignorance, because all the positive actions taken by the Samurdhi 
Development Department are contributing to the economic 
development of the society.

Therefore, the citizens who did not become political pawns like 
some time ago, without the dependency mentality, became daily 
or monthly salary-paying businessmen, and also became small 
and medium-scale entrepreneurs and made their livelihoods with 
the support of the prosperity movement, the country is facing the 
path they have taken. There is a time to swear. It is a duty to put 
that truth before the country. We are doing part of the same work.

Let's properly identify the mechanism that is 
out of dependency mentality and dedicated to 

poverty alleviation..!

kodigaha@samurdhiepaper.lk
Please send your thoughts and creations relevant to the picture to us.

0112 873 802editor@samurdhiepaper.lk
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A mother, wife, sister, friend, daughter, office worker, neighbor, etc., fulfill many 
responsibilities in the vast family of women. A woman's ability to handle several 
different roles without any hesitation is also a great gift of today.

Historical stories have even revealed how problems were solved through the 
various tasks performed by women in a family, society and even in a country. The 
time has come for women with such abilities to mature immediately. We must 
recognize that this is the time to properly manage money, time, resources, and even 
thoughts.

Today, our country is facing many problems that never existed in the past. Food 
inflation, food shortage, dollar shortage, fuel crisis, energy crisis, commodity 
shortage, as well as education disruption and sometimes social decline are some of 
the unsolved and very complex problems we face. These problems are now held to 
be an interlinked chain. The answers are also not certain.

In such a tragic situation, as a small family, we should try to keep our heads 
straight and stand up. It can be said that the woman of the family is really 
responsible for it?

There are various methods to solve all these problems for a woman in a family. 
Frugality, management, patience, creativity and the power to see the future are some 
of the skills that a woman definitely inherits.

Thrift is a must-have quality for a woman. Today, it has become a must-practice 
quality. Among the basic needs of a person, even if it is only the need for food, some 
effort should be made to meet it properly. Acquiring adequate food and nutritional 
needs is a widespread challenge for a woman resident. She must be meticulous in 
preparing a diet that provides the highest nutrition at the lowest cost. A Sri Lankan 
woman is also an innate ability to challenge herself to plan a meal so as to minimize 
satiety. The elders did not let a grain of rice, a jackfruit, or a lime go to waste. Even 
in an era of self-sufficiency in food, it is clear that these examples need to be 
implemented today.

The energy crisis is a very strong problem affecting women in this country. Only 
99% of households in this country used the gas oven as the main method of cooking. 
Although it is used for the reasons of convenience, cleanliness, saving time etc., it is 
also a big challenge nowadays. The need for alternative methods provides a solution 
to the dollar crisis and high cost. Therefore, in the current era, almost every 
household is motivated to use local sources of raw materials such as firewood, 
pollelli, coconut shell, dithiya, wood powder etc. Difficulty controlling the cost of a 
house or turning to these alternative practices is also a challenge for current 
housewives.

Saving electricity as much as possible is also essential. If the electrical equipment 
used for convenience is not used in a very planned way

The monthly electricity bill can become unaffordable. By letting as much sunlight 
and natural breezes into the house as possible, you can stop the use of one light and 
one fan. The housewives should take care to conserve water as well as minimize the 
constant use of electrical appliances for kitchen work.

This is a time when transportation activities for daily needs have been challenged 
more than before. In the face of the fuel crisis, a significant amount of the income of 
a household unit has to be allocated for fuel. Choosing the most essential journeys, 
we should be concerned to align and fulfill all the needs to be fulfilled at one time. It 
will save money, time and effort.

The prices of all common household items have gone up today. Therefore, we 
should be careful about making the best use of used goods, if we buy a new product, 
think twice or three times about it, use reusable goods, and focus on using 
alternative goods.

The woman in the family is also responsible for managing the expenses that we 
have to bear. The goods to be bought for a house should be classified as essential, 

necessary and unnecessary etc. and planned to be bought. A product that was 
essential before may sometimes become unnecessary even today. The amount of 
money that can be spent should be reserved carefully. By recording the expenses and 
informing the children of the residents about it, the responsibility of controlling the 
expenses at home is divided among all the family members. It can also be a reason 
to reduce conflicts.

Even in these extremely difficult times, special attention should be paid to the future 
of children whenever possible. A mother should pay special attention to maintaining 
education to the maximum, directing children to outside activities, happiness, activity 
and fun opportunities. In the next few years, the future of the country should be 
handed over to today's generation. Therefore, we have to overcome the challenge of 
maintaining them at a high level in every possible way.

Health, mental happiness of other family members should also be taken care of. 
It is very difficult to maintain the happiness of a person in this age of frustrations, 
heartbreaks and fatigue. In order to reduce the occurrence of conflicts, attention and 
love should always be given to family members whenever possible. Family ties, love 
is a great force that strengthens a person. When there is such a strong group of 
people, it is normal that some contribution is made to reduce conflicts in society.

This is an age where almost every person is facing a lot of big problems. In 
personal life as well as in work life, patience and common sense are essential. Due 
to the loss of jobs and loss of income, the family earner may become extremely 
helpless. In such cases, the responsibility of raising them should be borne by the 
word or the woman of the family. Otherwise, some people will have to pay with their 
lives.

In order for a beautiful time to come after a difficult time, new creations must be 
born overall problems, and life must be renewed. Spending free time on creative 
writing, and creative construction/fabrication can also be the answer to many 
problems. A mother or a woman should be interested in directing children and 
family members for this. It will undoubtedly be a reason for the advancement of the 
individual, the family and the society.

It is a human need in this era to think of the problem as our problem and help. If 
someone with the ability offers to provide a solution to someone's problem in liquid, 
money, or action, it will be a loving energy that will not be forgotten throughout life. 
Even within the limits of a woman, focusing her attention on other children and 
neighbors in society in every possible way is a great help. The maximization of 
sharing contributes to the reduction of disparities in society by a tenth or so.

= The housewife should be aware of the resources available from her home and 
surrounding environment. Apart from housing complexes, there are clever ways to 
grow certain things that are needed for one's home in every other garden. From a 
space of one or two perches to half an acre or an acre, the resources of the garden 
can be drawn upon the ability to properly manage existing gardens. Housewives 
should be interested in growing a few plants in the garden from vegetables such as 
green chilies, kochchi, tomatoes, eggplants, green vegetables, , corn pods etc. She 
can use vertical cultivation methods, waste materials from the house, etc. creatively. 
It is also possible to process waste from the kitchen as organic fertilizer. Containers 
designed for this purpose are available today even in very small spaces. Therefore, 
using the garden wisely by a housewife brings relief to her wallet

In asking all the above matters, it is revealed that a woman can do some justice for 
a person in any upheaval in their life. Just as the house is everyone's safe place, the 
love, and care of the residents is also the strength that keeps them alive. Being a 
mother, wife, sister, grandmother, and daughter, she has the responsibility to 
manage her family with patience. We will somehow be able to overcome the 
extremely difficult time by paying attention to all the aspects such as finances, health, 
education, and social. It is necessary to be anxious to use the abilities that we have 
received as a woman.

The role of women in these difficult times

Udayanganee
Weersinghe
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Youth is the most beautiful, creative and skillful stage of human life. 
And it is a challenging phase. The youth of any country belongs to the 
labor force of that country. As such, they are the backbone that 
strengthens the country. They are also the people who grow the 
economy and protect the country.

It is more timely to equip this group with education as well as 
professional knowledge. Also, if the health is high, this group can 
directly contribute to the development of the country. Nowadays, most 
people's eyes are on the youth community who are equipped with 
education as well as professional knowledge. That is because the 
efficiency of such people is highly valued.

Most of the world's population is aging. Sri Lanka also belongs to that 
group. Because of this, our country is becoming a country where the 
majority earns a minority. Also, the time has come to pay attention to 
whether this will create the government and private sector jobs needed 
by the country's youth community.

Although there are job opportunities in many private sectors, it is 
surprising that some young people only apply for government jobs. 
They justify it by keeping in mind the pension. They also do not have the 
will to deviate from the opinion that someone can get a pension if they 
have a pension. If their grandfather, grandmother, mother, father, get a 
pension as a government job, this young community also tried to go 
that way, but not to get out of it.

The reason is that Sri Lanka's existing social security programs cover a 
limited number of people. This situation should be expanded. There are 
several methods for that. Looking at the private sector, its employees do 
not receive significant retirement benefits. Sometimes it is only a small 
payment and sometimes no protection is paid at all.

Therefore, it will be more effective for the public sector and the private 
sector not to work separately but to work in a similar set of policies while 
recruiting the youth for jobs. If there is some security system in the job, 
the youth community may be interested in it and there may be a 
tendency to apply for jobs in both the public and private sectors.

To apply for a job in our country, in a job advertisement published in 
the newspaper or gazette, the young people who want to apply for it, 
first find out whether the position they are applying for is pensionable or 
not. Many people apply for such jobs if they have security in old age. Or 
they fly for a job in a foreign country. To avoid this situation, it is very 
important to create a social safety net for both formal and informal 
workers. It can be pointed out as one of the methods that will help to 
retain the young labor going to foreign countries in Sri Lanka. If these 
issues are not addressed, old age hunger, poverty, and the elderly will 
be inevitable.

Providing financial literacy to the youth is also very timely. It can 
motivate them to plan their adult life. Then their labor will be saved for 
the development of our country. It is a favorable situation for Sri Lanka, 

Manager
Depratment of

Samurdhi
Development

 

Shriyani Alwis

a middle income country, that there will be a group of people who have 
taken the rupee as their livelihood instead of the dollar dream.

In the report released by the World Bank in 2019, it is stated that there 
is currently a significant decline in the Sri Lankan workforce. According 
to the report, young people above the age of 15 contribute only 50% to 
the job market in Sri Lanka. Out of which the contribution of men is 
72.4% while the contribution of women is only 32.5%. Also, the 
unemployment rate of men is 21.1% and the unemployment rate of 
women is 36.3%. Also, only one out of three women contributes to the 
country's workforce. The special thing here is that 52.8% of the 
population is women. Therefore, it is a special need to direct the 
contribution of young women to the development of the national 
economy.

Today, young people in many middle-income countries are looking for 
jobs that allow for risk-taking and lifelong innovation. But the 
government's limited employment space cannot create enough jobs to 
meet this demand. This has resulted in a rapid increase in the number 
of job seekers outnumbering the job creators.

The basic facts that measure the development of a country include the 
amount of physical resources owned by the people of the country, the 
development strength and the human resources in the country. Human 
resource is the most important among all these. If a country is equipped 
with a healthy human resource, it is easy to step towards development. 
Canada and Australia can be shown as the best examples to fill the 
country by importing human resources from other countries due to lack 
of human resources in their own country. Their only aim is to open the 
doors to other countries. Also, giving priority to job diversification is also 
seen among them.

Even in our country, it can be shown that the upcoming job market for 
the youth community must be completely different. For that, it is 
essential to create a youth community equipped with professional skills 
by changing the current education system. Training courses should be 
improved for that.

As the practical conditions of work change, the situation of working in 
the office will gradually change. Apart from working in the office, 
attention should also be paid to other conditions that may affect the 
production process. Then jobs can be created instead of always being 
stuck together.

It is essential to represent the youth community in creating job 
opportunities that we do not know about in the near future. For that, 
there needs to be a proper policy formulation. It can attract future 
employers as well as inventors in both the public and private sectors. 
Then the youth community will not be interested in getting a job for the 
whole life. It will be more helpful for the well-being of the youth and the 
development of the national economy.

Youth community and employment
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MATALE

W.G.Dhanapala
K.H.M.I.G.I.S.BANDARA
W G Heenmanike
Mariyan sandanam
K.G.Wasantha Kumari
K M KULASINGHA KUMARA
E D MALLIKA
K M N N K Ranaraja
G.L KULASURIYA
M. G.Nimal Karunarathne
K.G.CHANDRAWAHI MENIKE

1145788
5136944
3671559
4425906
4274002
3711514
3623457
4167885
3150337
3067975
839932

Pallepola
Yatawatta
Matale
Ambanganga Korale
Laggala-Pallegama
Wilgamuwa
Galewela
Rattota
Ukuwela
Dambulla
Naula

AMPARA

P.P WENITHA
AMPARE INDA NANDA HIMI
M.M. Uwais
A.Valliammai
Samiththampi Sumathi
A L BASEERA
M.Ranjan
H M  Indhawathi
A.L.SITHY UMMAH
UK.Hairun Nisha
A.JAMEEMA
AL.NONA
KANAPATHIPILLAI LEDSUMI
B G  Chandrasoma
KIDNAPILLAI VALLIYAMMAI
M.S.Safana Begam
RATHNAMALI KARIYAWASAM
SM. RAMULANI
R.B.KARUNAWATHIE
R.B.Susanthika Samanmali

2213350
4451100
3045203
4711823
4603587
2342753
3692008
3568975
5126756
4065825
3157466
3640911
4516842
3185232
4498019
5029538
3462942
3571070
4238682
4997771

Uhana
Ampara
Navithanvelly
Samanthurai
Kalmunai Tamil
Sainthamarathu
Karaitivu
Dehiattakandiya
Ninthavur
Addalaichenai
Irakkamam
Akkaraipattu
Alayadiwembu
Damana
Thirukkovil
Pothuvil
Lahugala
Kalmunai Muslim
Padiyathalawa
Mahaoya

ANURADHAPURA

K B DHARMASENA
WAYALAT CHANDRALATHA
H.SAMARASEKARA
NIMAL RATHNAYAKA
S.H.ABDUL RAHUB
P.SRDAWATHI
W.NANDAWATHI
T.B.Upali
MRS H L WIMALAWAHI
Batagallea Geadara Jayawathi
W A  Lalith Krishantha
M L A Jagath Jayasundara
S  SUNIL
R.Sunil Hemachandra
S.ANURA/DMMIKA PIYARATHNA
R.A.M.G.AJANTHA MANIKE
A.H.ALIS NONA
D G ALVIS RAJAPAKSHA
N N KUMARI EMPOLA
M A JINASENA
A G KARUNAWATHI
M C DAMAYANTHI

3810022
3706367
379036
345602
284050
3655218
5074330
3646462
3281000
3647509
3580114
3757616
3509126
5046191
4573124
3099007
3429856
2567283
5066263
3130030
4971704
3703209

Mahavilachchiya
Nuwaragam Palatha C
Rambewa
Kahatagasdigiliya
Horowpothana
Galenbindunuwewa
Padaviya
Mihinthale
Nuwaragam Palatha East
Nachchadoowa
Nochchiyagama
Rajanganaya
Thambuttegama
Thalawa
Thirappane
Kekirawa
Palugaswewa
Kebithigollewa
Ipalogama
Galnewa
Palagala
Medawachchiya

BADULLA

W.M.Jayarathna
R.M.Nishantha
D.M.Lahiru Pradeep
H.R.M.ARIYAMALA
H.M.Nandawathi
PALANIYANDI SELLAMMA
A.K.JAYANTHA LANKA
MR M.M. UPALI WIJETHUNGA
 M.R.M.   KASLIN
Y.M.Seelawathi
W.M SIRIYAWATHI
S. AMARAAWATHI
K.Kumaradasa
R.M. DAYAWATHI
D.M. PREMARATNA

4868064
4747815
4772093
4818869
5098414
4754351
4798517
4130238
4806761
4797781
4761171
4656561
4828978
4766688
4771414

Kandaketiya
Soranathota
Passara
Lunugala
Badulla
Hali-Ela
Uva-Paranagama
Mahiyanganaya
Welimada
Bandarawela
Ella
Haputale
Haldummulla
Rideemaliyadda
Meegahakivula

COLOMBO

L.MAGILINNONA
K A D  MALLIKA
K K  Sumanarathna
K  Kusumawathi
Liyanage disna udayangani
Chithra Kanthi P.P.A.
K Mari Amma
K.L.D.SANJEEWANI
KOSALA JAYAWARDANA
H.AMITHA FONSEKA
H.A PUSHPALATHA
D A  KATHARIN
T.D.Pemawathi

4040754
2951274
3755161
4323598
5105597
4045202
4732818
3302843
3364433
3083233
4569798
4324533
275252

Homagama
Hanwella
Padukka
Maharagama
Sri Jayawardanapura Kotte
Thimbirigasyaya
Colombo
Dehiwala-Mount Lavinia
Ratmalana
Moratuwa
Kesbewa
Kolonnawa
Kaduwela

GALLE

Mr Kahawe Guruge Kamal
K  B  Dharmadasa
MR J W SARATH KUMARA
N  G   PEMADASA
K Kusumawathi
W.A.Karunawathe
S  SOMASIRI JAYASINHA
K RAJA BANDUSIRI
M K Amaradasa
MANIKKUWAWADU PRIYANTHA
L.L. INOKA MALKANTHI
MRS D G KUSUMAWATHIE
Mr S  A Yasas Udhaya
A.E.INDIKA NAWARATHNA
Ruwan Pathirana Dammina
H.A. PIYARATHNA
K  P   Premalal
J.M.  NIMAL
H A Malani Jayantha 
K G Arunashantha
K DUMINDA
D.CHITHRAWATHI

2819186
2591103
2039146
2593423
2563642
4135437
3031834
5084860
2050434
2536991
3312615
4562196
2608747
5006819
3191858
2661093
2483305
2549186
2759355 
4132145
2535304
2541107

Elpitiya
Niyagama
Thawalama
Neluwa
Nagoda
Baddegama
Benthota
Welivitiya-Divithura
Ambalangoda
Hikkaduwa
Galle Four Gravets
Bope-Poddala
Akmeemana
Yakkalamulla
Imaduwa
Habaraduwa
Gonapinuwala
Balapitiya
Karandeniya 
Wandurmba
Rathgama
Madampagama

BATTICALOA

VAIRAMUTHTHU VELLIPILLAI
MRS AB. FARSHANA
G.VICKNASHWARAN
SELVANAYAKAM KIRUSAN
AL.HABEEBA
NALLATHAMPI JEYAKUMAR
Kanthaiya Kanthasami
SANGAR MOHANATHAS
JEYAROSHA AERAMPAMOORTHI
Inthirarani Tharumalinkam
AADAM BAWA RAVIYATHUMMA 
SELLATHURAI GOPALAPILLAI
A.Wajitha Umma
VINAYAGAM LETSUMY

5112113
4076350
3460930
3392378
3905566
3395201
3374856
3405117
4394686
4214896
3890665
4286642
4139125
4157787

Eravur Pattu
Eravur Town
Manmunai North
Manmunai West
Kattankudy
Manmunai Pattu (Arayampathy
Koralai Pattu North
Manmunai South-West
Porativu Pattu
Manmunai South&Eruvil Pattu
Koralaipattu Central
Koralai Pattu South (Kiran)
Koralai Pattu West (Oddamavadi)
Koralai Pattu (Valachchenai)

GAMPAHA

G.B Niroshani
K.G.SAMAN YAPA
S.H.P.M.SRIYANI
M.B. Jayasundara.
W.MENAKA DILRUKSHI
B SAMANTHI LANKA NIMALSIRI
D EMMANUEL FERNANDO
K NANDAWATHI
M SUNIL WIJEMANNA
SRIYALATHA SAMARASEKARA
M  D  S?maratna
A  M  LEELARATHNE
P G D N RAJAKARUNA

1502714
4097791
3075747
4948270
4108347
4386735
4848520
4838482
4344276
4999158
3743502
4245772
3727138

Mirigama
Minuwangoda
Wattala
Ja-Ela
Gampaha
Attanagalla
Negombo
Dompe
Mahara
Kelaniya
Biyagama
Katana
Divulapitiya

KILINOCHCHI

Judsan Jorhc Jasvin Jeevitha
Neekkilappillai Jepanesan
Mayuran Sasikala
Velu Lokanayaki

2555679
2551823
4371417
3011702

Poonakary
Pachchilaipalli
Kandavalai
Karachchi

HAMBANTOTA

N A H W PEMAWATHI
Mr W Premarathna
A.G.Sisira
S H N CHANDASIRI
W.G.N.Apsara
G SIRIL RANJITH WEERASOORIYA
K.A.Lisi
M.CHANDRADASA
W ADVIN
H G GUNASENA
H.G.NISHANWIKA PRIYANTHI
S A Sisira

2845180
3303626
3534305
3823232
5115598
3320312
3828148
3859648
697416
4005591
462288
3884516

Hambantota
Ambalantota
Angunakolapelessa
Weeraketiya
Katuwana
Okewela
Sooriyawewa
Beliatta
Tangalle
WALASMULLA
Lunugamvehera
Thissamaharama

KALUTARA

B A D DAYARATHNA
Ven.Subitha Himi
R  Asilin nona
WETHANAGE SUMITHRA
N.K.Sriyawathi De Silwa
K.DAISY
Setthan Siwanu
U.D.THAMASHI
M   NIMAL
S H Jayantha  
M.K.SOMADASA
K.H.Jayanoris
B YASAWATHI
W.M.IRANGANI

4138033
4866100
4161675
4022535
4552466
4300103
4595057
1129023
3718166
3597593
4886064
4363780
4521171
4729753

Ingiriya
Bulathsinhala
Madurawela
Millaniya
Kalutara
Beruwala
Dodangoda
Panadura
Mathugama
Agalawatta
Palindanuwara
Walallavita
Bandaragama
Horana

KANDY

D G Sumanawathy
U D Chalat Jayanthi
H.m. Podi Menike
U G Rupasinghe
D W Kalpage
W G P  Priyadarshani Dharmarathne 
R D Ranasinha
M Kamla
W M Wijesingha Banda
A.m.v.s.bandara
J P G N W Thilakarathna
Ins Kiribathkubure Seelawansa Himi
L G Pramasiri
A.a.gunarathna Banda
S F  Rinosa
Periyasami Parvadi
Y G Werarathna
W. G. Shrani
A M Rathnamanike 
S H M Risan

3102671
1283467
4465227
4418671
2883032
2898622
3112016
2978711
2206077
4352068
3875254
3126121
2886870
1343693
2972668
2903476
2859498
1330607
2898963
3036979

Pathadumbara
Panvila
Udadumbara
Minipe
Medadumbara
Kundasale
Thumpane
Gangawatakorale
Harispattuwa
Hatharaliyadda
Yatinuwara
Udunuwara
Doluwa
Pathahewaheta
Delthota
Udapalatha
Ganga Ihala Korale
Pasbage Korale
Poojapitiya
Akurana

KEGALLE

Mrs H P Seetha
p d  jemise
W.P. Swarnalatha
H H A MENIKE
K Rupawathi
P N Nandasena
H.M. MUTHUBANDA
M W P GAMINI MUNASINGHE
K.Somarathna
 U.R.Punchi Mahaththayo
T N WIJETHILAKA

3557975
3524422
3851398
3896296
3592307
3603244
4080270
3520485
3813866
4230672
4221864

Kegalle
Galigamuwa
Warakapola
Ruwanwella
Bulathkohupitiya
Yatiyanthota
Rambukkana
Dehiovita
Deraniyagala
Mawanella
Aranayaka

KURUNEGALA

S M WASANTHI
A M  KAMALAWATHI
A.A. WINIPRIDA HAMI
A M NALINDA SANJEEWA
W.RANJANI
H G UPARIS
W T M H  HERATHBANDA
N M YEHIYA UMMA
M D  KUSUMAWATHI
H M ABERATHNA
S P P K N  PIYASENA
S H M THANUJA NAYOMI
M M  ANULAWATHI
U P  LALITH DISSANAYAKA
R G SAMARATHISSA
W.K.A WIMALAWATHI
MS  M M GNANAWATHEE
H.A.AGNES THISERA
I M MAKAMMA
R.H.RATHNASENA
T G M S Siriwardhana
K M SUJATHA DAMAYANTHI
A.A.KUSUMAWATHI
H P  BARONTI APPUHAMI
S A SUNIL SHANTHA
MR M A JAYASINGHE 
A. SHIYANI MANEL
K A KULARATHNE
R.NIMAL KARUNARATHNA
R.RANJITH

3887620
5034562
4996177
3781323
5073045
3864314
4283568
4268381
4898309
4506186
4312430
3920324
3533447
3880658
4462409
3802338
4001059
4366716
4206448
3806254
4401535
3831468
4154737
3788486
4455269
3773399
4884099
4251642
4988498
4565533

Ambanpola
Kotavehera
Rasnayakapura
Nikaweratiya
Mahawa
Polpithigama
Giribawa
Ibbagamuwa
Ganewatta
Wariyapola
Kobeigane
Bingiriya
Panduwasnuwara
Paduwasnuwara East 
Bamunakotuwa
Maspotha
Kurunegala
Mallawapitiya
Galgamuwa
Mawathagama
Rideegama
Weerambugedara
Kuliyapitiya East
Kuliyapitiya West
Udubaddawa
Pannala
Narammala
Alawwa
Polgahawela
Ehetuwewa

JAFFNA

SINNATHAMBI BAMA
KUMARASINKAM SURESKUMAR
NATKUNAM  JEYAKANTHAN
MANIMARAN SALINI
KARUNANITHY NAVASEELAN
 Nageswaran Vasantha
 Visuvasam JoneMary
Karthy Sathiyaseelan
KANIYASINGAM YOGAMALAR 
RAJKUMAR AMILTHA
PONNAMPALAM JEKASEELAN
Aniyas Amalathas
Muthaiya Varatharasa
MUTHTHAIAH.RASENTHIRAM
Kanthasamy Thilakavathy

3237399
3241762
3326876
3232241
3219335
3215571
3159628
3022013
3335094
3797584
3163868
3220095
5066124
3431000
3201053

Tellipallai)
Uduvil)
Valikamam East 
Karaveddy
Maruthnkerny
Point Pedro
Kayts
Chavakachcheri)
Nallur
Jaffna
Velanai
Delft
Karainagar
Chankanai
Sandilipay

MATARA

R.W.JAYASENA
MR G V G SUGATHADASA
G NIROSHANI LAKMALI
KLARANS YAPA
H M AJITH KUMARA
Mr E A Pemadasa
 H.T. LAL SAYANERIS
N  N  SITHTHI SUNURIYA
P N SAWNERIS/P SIRIPALA
H.P.R.KUMARA
E A Mahesha
M J M Basik
P.W. Leelawathi
N. H. Karunasena
P. P. Ranaweera
L.W.Ashoka

4860485
3259755
2871062
1437205
2788657
3292102
3196054
3272315
3143203
5096704
3253685
2944703
1272292
4293527
4495477
1225434

Mulatiyana
Athuraliya
Akuressa
Welipitiya
Malimbada
Kamburupitiya
Pitabeddara
Hakmana
Kirinda Puhulwella
Thihagoda
Weligama
Four Gravets
Devinuwara
Dickwella
Kotapola
Pasgoda

MONARAGALA

G M  Sepalika
M A Karunarathna
D.G. Thilak wijesingha
R M SUMANAWATHI
M.M.SAHAN JAYAKODI
R.HASAN SANJEEWA
DM  PIYASENA  
R D  NANDAPALA
A.P. Hintan Silva
M G Sumanawathi
R M SUDUMENIKA

1482209
3561352
5077104
4447854
4623382
2394433
3152585
3760214
2397702
3269333
3908482

Siyambalanduwa
Moneragala
Badalkumbura
Wellawaya
Buttala
Katharagama
Bibile
Thanamalvila
Sevanagala
Madulla
Medagama

NUWARA ELIYA

K SIVALINKAM
M.Letchumi
J.P.G.Wejekoon
S M GHANAWATHI
W M SEELAWATHI

205154
5051508
5051391
4330050
177803

Nuwara Eliya
Ambagamuwa
Kothmale
Hanguranketha
Walapane

POLONNARUWA

S.M.ATHULA KUMAR SERASINHA
H G  AMARALATHA 
S H M  Hanipa
P G  DAMAYANTHI
K A Premawathi
H M KAMALAWATHI BISOMANIKE
M K G A N THILAKARATHNA

104962
2836266
2841307
3290635
2876380
2850741
2749839

Welikanda
Dimbulagala
Thamankaduwa
Elahera
Hingurakgoda
Medirigiriya
Lankapura

PUTTALAM

B.M.APPUHAMI
D  NAWAMALAR
P.T.SAHUL HAMEEDHU
L.D.WASANTHA SISIRA KUMARA
J  WAGIBA
A,L,ABUL KALAM
M S  HAMSA UMMA
A.G.L.A.I.D. GUNAWARDENA
H A CHANDRADASA
A I N SURAWEERA
W.N.N.FERNANDO
P CHAMILA SURANGI
FRANSIS MENDIS
K.BERNAD SUSANTHA
S INDRA KUMARI
P.M.NADISHA 

4962511
3766791
5022619
2152020
3746739
5072394
4611520
5047954
3361365
5026831
2601713
3316141
2383994
2371511
4466058
4977720

Nawagattegama
Puttalam
Mundalama
Mahakumbukkadawala
Anamaduwa
Pallama
Kalpitiya
Arachchikattuwa
Chilaw
Madampe
Mahawewa
Nattandiya
Wennappuwa
Dankotuwa
Vanathavilluwa
Karuwalagaswewa

RATNAPURA

K  Panchawarnam
H.b.r.basnayaka
 R A Saman Priyantha Karunarathna
M.g.amarawathi
Arumugam Subramaniyam
U.m.dammika Surangani
M.k.pemasiri.
Mr H A Premarathna
Mr K G Ananda
W.k.ramyawathi
Amarasingha Karuanrathna
 W.b. Amarasena Navinnage
E.anoma Ranasingha
Jayamini Wimala Gunasekara.
A.w. Romiyel
D.d.lusiya
Mr  I W Sarath 
P K RATNAWATHI

4585921
4686864
4476183
4695786
4488884
5064763
4873331
2755827
4607290
4955941
4693591
4985931
4667722
5074201
4911791
5011861
4470105 
4474342

Ratnapura
Imbulpe
Balangoda
Opanayaka
Pelmadulla
Elapatha
Eheliyagoda
Ayagama
Kalawana
Nivithigala
Kahawatta
Godakawela
Weligepola
Embilipitiya
Kolonna
Kuruvita
Kiriella 
Kaltota

TRINCOMALEE

A.Sujeewa Malkanthi
Nilan Sanjeka Kumara Mathuwanthy
G M  Premasiri
R.A.Champika malkanthi
M.K.M.SULTHAN
P.Jeganathan
J.K.ROSALIN
T.JEYAKANTH
SINNATHAMBI  SELLAPAKEYAM
R.Sivachchanthiram
R M Pasidu PRABOD

1578063
3682186
2288379
4617707
3636513
3495089
3481536
5047541
4718124
3695119
1558007

Morawewa
Trincomalee Town and Gravets
Thambalagamuwa
Kantalai
Kinniya
Muttur
Padavi Sri Pura
Serunuwara
Verugal
Kuchchaveli
Gomarankadawala

VAVUNIYA

Vijayaeswaran Sangeerthanan
V.Kanakamma
T.P.Wijeythunga
Velasamy Thavamani

3380859
3356946
2934244
3350653

Vengalacheddikulam
Vavuniya North
Vavuniya South
Vavuniya

MANNAR

P.Vimalan Culas
Abdul Muthalibu Segu Dawood
KUNASEKARAN RATHIKA
Uthayakumar Amalanayaki
Sivalingam Louis

4974049
2435580
2930040
2434691
2421620

Nanaddan
Musalai
Mannar Town
Manthai West
Madhu

MULLATHIVU

Rasa Kunaradnam
Neekkilappillai Sepasthiyampillai
Theiventhiran Jasinthan
Paramanantham   Sivasoothy
AHT KANTHI
Sivanathan Rajini

1908370
1909021
1903052
1917323
3687186
3352210

Oddusuddan
Maritimepattu
Welioya
Thunukkai
Manthai East
Puthukudiyiruppu

Youth is the most beautiful, creative and skillful stage of human life. 
And it is a challenging phase. The youth of any country belongs to the 
labor force of that country. As such, they are the backbone that 
strengthens the country. They are also the people who grow the 
economy and protect the country.

It is more timely to equip this group with education as well as 
professional knowledge. Also, if the health is high, this group can 
directly contribute to the development of the country. Nowadays, most 
people's eyes are on the youth community who are equipped with 
education as well as professional knowledge. That is because the 
efficiency of such people is highly valued.

Most of the world's population is aging. Sri Lanka also belongs to that 
group. Because of this, our country is becoming a country where the 
majority earns a minority. Also, the time has come to pay attention to 
whether this will create the government and private sector jobs needed 
by the country's youth community.

Although there are job opportunities in many private sectors, it is 
surprising that some young people only apply for government jobs. 
They justify it by keeping in mind the pension. They also do not have the 
will to deviate from the opinion that someone can get a pension if they 
have a pension. If their grandfather, grandmother, mother, father, get a 
pension as a government job, this young community also tried to go 
that way, but not to get out of it.

The reason is that Sri Lanka's existing social security programs cover a 
limited number of people. This situation should be expanded. There are 
several methods for that. Looking at the private sector, its employees do 
not receive significant retirement benefits. Sometimes it is only a small 
payment and sometimes no protection is paid at all.

Therefore, it will be more effective for the public sector and the private 
sector not to work separately but to work in a similar set of policies while 
recruiting the youth for jobs. If there is some security system in the job, 
the youth community may be interested in it and there may be a 
tendency to apply for jobs in both the public and private sectors.

To apply for a job in our country, in a job advertisement published in 
the newspaper or gazette, the young people who want to apply for it, 
first find out whether the position they are applying for is pensionable or 
not. Many people apply for such jobs if they have security in old age. Or 
they fly for a job in a foreign country. To avoid this situation, it is very 
important to create a social safety net for both formal and informal 
workers. It can be pointed out as one of the methods that will help to 
retain the young labor going to foreign countries in Sri Lanka. If these 
issues are not addressed, old age hunger, poverty, and the elderly will 
be inevitable.

Providing financial literacy to the youth is also very timely. It can 
motivate them to plan their adult life. Then their labor will be saved for 
the development of our country. It is a favorable situation for Sri Lanka, 
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a middle income country, that there will be a group of people who have 
taken the rupee as their livelihood instead of the dollar dream.

In the report released by the World Bank in 2019, it is stated that there 
is currently a significant decline in the Sri Lankan workforce. According 
to the report, young people above the age of 15 contribute only 50% to 
the job market in Sri Lanka. Out of which the contribution of men is 
72.4% while the contribution of women is only 32.5%. Also, the 
unemployment rate of men is 21.1% and the unemployment rate of 
women is 36.3%. Also, only one out of three women contributes to the 
country's workforce. The special thing here is that 52.8% of the 
population is women. Therefore, it is a special need to direct the 
contribution of young women to the development of the national 
economy.

Today, young people in many middle-income countries are looking for 
jobs that allow for risk-taking and lifelong innovation. But the 
government's limited employment space cannot create enough jobs to 
meet this demand. This has resulted in a rapid increase in the number 
of job seekers outnumbering the job creators.

The basic facts that measure the development of a country include the 
amount of physical resources owned by the people of the country, the 
development strength and the human resources in the country. Human 
resource is the most important among all these. If a country is equipped 
with a healthy human resource, it is easy to step towards development. 
Canada and Australia can be shown as the best examples to fill the 
country by importing human resources from other countries due to lack 
of human resources in their own country. Their only aim is to open the 
doors to other countries. Also, giving priority to job diversification is also 
seen among them.

Even in our country, it can be shown that the upcoming job market for 
the youth community must be completely different. For that, it is 
essential to create a youth community equipped with professional skills 
by changing the current education system. Training courses should be 
improved for that.

As the practical conditions of work change, the situation of working in 
the office will gradually change. Apart from working in the office, 
attention should also be paid to other conditions that may affect the 
production process. Then jobs can be created instead of always being 
stuck together.

It is essential to represent the youth community in creating job 
opportunities that we do not know about in the near future. For that, 
there needs to be a proper policy formulation. It can attract future 
employers as well as inventors in both the public and private sectors. 
Then the youth community will not be interested in getting a job for the 
whole life. It will be more helpful for the well-being of the youth and the 
development of the national economy.

Youth community and employment
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From village.....
objective of establishing Samurdhi Suva Resturants and sales centers is to 

create a sustainable market for the production and marketing of non-toxic 
local food.

So far, 34 Samurdhi Suva Resturants and sales centers have been 

established in 33 Divisional Secretariat divisions covering 20 districts of the 
island. Sales of Samurdhi Suva Resturants and 27 sales centers are currently 
going on successfully. It is special that there are many entrepreneurial women in 
this Samurdhi Suva Resturants network.

As part of the program to establish Samurdhi Suva Bojun Resturants and Sales 
Centers across the island, two new Samurdhi Suva Bojun Resturants were recently 
opened at Mankulam and Welioya in Mullaitivu District. These outlets are 
becoming popular among consumers who value the consumption of poison-free 
food.

From
First Page...... 

On the  World Children and 
Elderly Day, a variety of 
functions were held for 
children and adults at the 
Galigamuwa Divisional 
Secretariat in Kegalle 
District.

Awareness Seminar for 
Kinnia Samurdhi 
Development Officers

Distribution of Sipdora 
Scholarships to the children 
of the Samurdhi subsidized 
families in Dambulla 
Divisional Secretariat.

3

1

2

1

2

3

From village to village and city to city
Samurdhi Suva Bojun Resturants

photo
cloud

SAMURDHI

secretariat in Anuradhapura district, has won the first place in the art and 
literature section of the North Central Province.

She has won in various categories in the North Central Provincial Literary 
Festival for many years, including the award for the best short story in the 
State Literary Festival in 2021, and those achievements have led to this 
recognition.

The various creations that she presents through the seeds that she draws 
from the environment while living in the city's art scene are interesting.

Mrs. Sandhya Madurasinghu, who has also worked as a manager in 
charge of social development at the Anuradhapura District Welfare Office 
for some time, worked with the low-income earners of the district, children, 

orphans, widows, etc. Like an opportunity.
It is difficult to engage in design while maintaining a balance between 

busy work life, family life as a mother and wife and social life as a 
government official. But her contribution to art by managing everything is 
admirable. The national mission that goes beyond service by constantly 
socializing creations should be appreciated. There is no doubt that she has 
all the qualifications to become the winner of Sri Lanka Vanitabhimana in 
the arts and literature section at the national level.

Therefore, we wish with one heart that Samanthi Miriagalle, who works in 
the Maritime Department, won the same award and the award in the year 
2022.

Priyantha Kariyawasam Media Division Department of Samurdhi 
Development 

Sri Lanka Vanitabhimana North.......
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With the monitoring of new projects in the Northern Province Samurdhi  progress is reviewed
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The World Children's Day and Elderly Day celebrations organized by Mrs. Pavitra and Mrs. 
Nayani, the prosperity officers of the Millawa Zone 628C, Pahala Millawa North and 628B 
Kotigamgoda domains and all the village committee officers were held recently under the 
chairmanship of Millawa Rangiri vihara chief Angamuwa Siwali Thero.

Matugama, Horawala Samurdhi Zone 793 Welipenna West Domain "Sahana Arunalu" 
loan program  officially started recently under the chairmanship of d District Samurdhi 
Director Mr. Madhusha Sankalpa.

Samurdhi Sahana Arunella lights up Horavala...

 Distribution of scholarships for sixty-two students 
studying advanced level in Rathgama Divisional 
Secretariat Division.  was held in the auditorium of 
Rathgama Divisional Secretariat chaired by Mrs. 
Lakshmi Kanti. On this occasion Society Managers P 
and the relevant Field Assistant Managers and the 
parents of the students participated.

The program to provide a nutritious 
mid-day meal for the children of Bungiriya 
College for a month started today. A Sri 
Lankan son working in South Korea is 
working to provide sponsorship for this. The 
leadership of the teaching staff, including 
the Honorable Principal, and the dedication 
of the parents are praiseworthy. 

Pushpa Samaraweera
 Samurdhi  Communicator

Rathgama

Samurdhi joins the children of Millawa to 
celebrate World Children's Day...

D. P. Shantha Chinthaka Perera
Samurdhi Communicator Horana

HA Ganesh Nilanka
Samurdhi Communicator

Kurunegala District

A large number of young people participated in 
the awareness conference on vocational training 
programs aimed at foreign employment, which was 
started recently at the North West Technical College 
in collaboration with the Kurunegala District 
Development Division, the National Youth Corps, 
and the North West Technical College. The courses 
are going to be started in the college by merging the 
National Youth Corps. Children from wealthy and 
low-income families get the opportunity to 
participate in those courses free of charge.

Samurdhi bursaries for 
sixty students of 

Rathgama...

Samurdhi joins the children 
of Millawa to celebrate 
World Children's Day...

R. A. Vasantha Ravichandra
Samurdhi Communicator

Pannala

K. W. Sahan Sanjeeva
Samurdhi  Communicator Matugama

Tushara Hettiarachi 
Samurdhi Social Development Assistant 

Kahawatta 

The provision of lunch and educational 
equipment to the children of Ingaradaula 
area of   Pannala Divisional Secretariat took 
place under the initiative of Ms. Dasanayake, 
Samurdhi Development Officer. Samurdhi 
Development Officer Mrs. Dasanayake also 
retired from service on the same day.

Even on the day of her 
retirement from service, 
officer Samurdhi did a 

great job...

Kurunegala to win the world
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The future belongs to those 
who believe in the beauty of 

their dreams.
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